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By: Kris Van Loo

N e w  L i f e  i

New life in the  world of Z 

New life, it is the best experience. Ask any breeder and he or she will agree. 
They have been looking forward to it all year. A stressful time, because not 
everything happens by the book. New life may sometimes even mean saying 
goodbye. That is the hard law of nature and sooner or later every breeder will 
be confronted with it. Fortunately, these occasions are the exceptions. By 
now, the first foals are eagerly and joyfully following their dams in the field. 
Some of them we will already see at the Z-Festival this July. Others a few 
months later in the Z Quality Auction. Others will stay at home, because their 
breeders wants to see how they grow up. Which are the first foals and what 
does their future look like?   

The four foals from De Vijfheide
When you say De Vijfheide, you immediately think of 
Bijou, who caused international sensation under Trevor 
Coyle. Bijou is a creation from Noella Wouters and if we 
may believe her, we will see a few more ‘bijoux’ from her 
stables at the Z-Festival. De Vijfheide is a livery stables 
and studfarm: ‘The livery stables ensure a regular income, 
breeding’s returns can vary’, laughs Noella. ‘I managed 
to sell some for good prices, but it does not always 
work that way. That is inherent to breeding. Noella 
Wouters admits that she registered her foals with other 
studbooks before. ‘But sooner or later you are faced with 
the old boy network and that started to annoy me so 
much that I resolutely changed over to Z. Because with 

Zangersheide everyone is equal’, says Wouters. There is 
yet another reason why she goes Z. ‘Before, I trained my 
youngsters myself, until I broke my neck a few years ago. 
I should and can no longer ride. I then tried to bring my 
horses to other riders, but that is hard for me. When you 
have been a rider yourself, you are critical! And so my 
breeding took a new turn. Now I will sell my foals and 
also for that purpose Z is the ideal studbook. Besides, 
they have good stallions in their assortment. Last year 
I had two Dominator foals in my stables, one got sold, 
the other was from a client and is reared by me. I have 
daughters of Kannan (x Brownboy), Indorado (x Iroko) 
and Lux Z.’ Noella chooses the stallions with her gut 
feelings. ‘I first want to see the stallion live. That always 

Stable De Vijfheide
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gives a different impression than that from a photograph 
or video. I looked at two Z stallions and eventually 
chose Aganix du Seigneur Z, because of his charisma 
and his Darco blood, same as Bijou. I liked Cool Crack 
Z straight away. He immediately gave me a good feeling 
and his dream papers with Cornado I x Cassini were a 
bonus. I have two foals by Cool Crack Z. I had similar 
feelings for Solid Gold Z, from which I gave one foal. 
After the Z-Tour my son and I want to see the stallions 
from Zangersheide again. We have a fancy for Heartbeat 
Z and Apollo Z.’ The foals from De Vijfheide will be 
presented at the Z-Festival. This will be a first for Noella 
Wouters.

Name : Cool Factor van de Vijfheide Z
Born : 14/03/2018
Ancestry : Cool Crack Z x Indorado
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Noella Wouters (Putte, Belgium)

Name : Amor van de Vijfheide Z
Born : 15/03/2018
Ancestry : Aganix du Seigneur Z x Kannan
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Ken Steijvers (Putte, Belgium)

Name : Chronos van de Vijfheide Z
Born : 05/03/2018
Ancestry : Cool Crack Z x Numero Uno
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Ken Steijvers (Putte, Belgium)

Name : Surprise van de Vijfheide Z
Born : 08/03/2018
Ancestry : Solid Gold Z x Calvados
Sex : mare
Breeder : Noella Wouters (Putte, Belgium) 
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complications with the birth of Freezy. Fortunately the 
vet arrived in time. I am quite hapy, for last year was 
one long misery! My wife was diagnosed with cancer, 
my mother in law died and the dam of Freezy had a 
stillborn foal. 

My wife escaped by the skin of her teeth. I can talk 
about it now, but I found that a man without his wife 
is a sucker. However, it all looks like 2018 will be a 
much better year. Originally Erik Van Meer followed 
in his father’s footsteps, breeding and buying foals. For 
the sport or trade, depending on the occasion. Everest 

‘VM’ Van Meer Stables, not more but better
‘Our first foal was born in the coldest night of the year, 
on Wednesday 28 February. We placed the foal in a 
wealth of straw, but it is especially great to see how the 
dam does everything to keep her foal warm’, says Erik 
Van Meer. ‘We did not have to think long about a name, 
Freezy VM Z! The Z-licensed Futurore di Villagana is 
the sire. VM stands for Van Meer. Erik has been in horses 
for longer than half a century. ‘Breeding is a constant 
process of trial and error, daring to make choices and 
saying goodbye to what is not good enough. And even 
than, things do not always run smoothly. There were 

Stable ‘VM’ Van Meer
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Name : Freezy VM Z
Born : 28/02/2018
Ancestry : Futurore di Villagana x Caretino
Sex : mare
Breeder : Stable Van Meer (Duffel, Belgium) 
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Destiny (Feo) is a good example for his stables. She 
jumped at international level under Veronique and 
Michael Whitaker. ‘We have always been looking for 
top-class blood, but could not always find it. It was 
not always bull’s eye. What I learned is that you should 
follow your own feelings and your wallet is your best 
teacher. When I started breeding, it was still normal that 
you more or less went for the stallion that lived close 
by. That is why I was so happy with the views of Léon 
Melchior. I got to know Zangersheide when I came over 
to Lanaken to watch the Benelux Championship. I still 
remember the period when Léon Melchior came with 
several stallions to the BWP selection; stallions such 
as Ramiro Z and Almé Z, they were true monuments. 
They towered above the other stallions and that opened 
my eyes. I do not want to criticize any, but know what 
the difference is? All studbooks say that they are there 

for the breeders, but Zangersheide is a studbook that 
actually does something for the breeders.’

Besides Freezy, also Cicciolina VM Z (Chin Chin) was 
born, out of Cocco Chanel VM (Calido I). Cicciolina, 
Erik? He laughs….I follow international politics that 
is why. Surely you have heard of Cicciolina? An Italian 
politician who showed her breasts in parliament 
(laughs). And I am also expecting a foal by Berlin, out of 
a Heartbreaker x Darco daughter, and a Barclay, out of a 
daughter of Casall x Con Air. Last year I had four of my 
six mares in foal. I hope to present some of their foals at 
the Z-Festival’, Erik Van Meer concludes.

Name : Cicciolina VM Z
Born : 07/03/2018
Ancestry : Chin Champ x Calido I
Sex : mare
Breeder : Stable Van Meer (Duffel, Belgium)

Cicciolina VM Z12
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‘People told me so often, you only breed a horse like 
Cicero Z once in your life. I think that they may be 
right’, muses Luc Van Eeckhoudt. ‘A breeder dreams 
about one day breeding a licensed stallion, or see one 
of his products jump at Aachen. Cicero Z made both 
dreams come true.’ Luc can understand why Cicero Z 
is so popular. ‘I often go to shows and when I talk to 
riders, I always hear that they love riding a Cicero and 
this has everything to do with his attitude. Cicero has 
a such a great character that you can not help liking 
him. Cicero is uncomplicated and always wants to co-
operate. Everything is hereditary and he passes on this 

The Cicero’s from Van Paemel
In a Brussels suburb you can find notary public Luc Van 
Eeckhoudt. In the Belgian periferie Luc Van Eeckhoudt 
is the breeder of Cicero Z, Van Paemel. Cicero Z 
(Carthago Z x Randel Z) is and will always be the 
darling of Luc Van Eeckhoudt. Cicero Z also has realised 
the ultimate dream of the notary public; to breed a good 
showjumping horse. He acquired that status under Dirk 
Demeersman. And it should be said that, after his sport 
career, Cicero Z became even more popular as a sire. He 
moved to the stallion station of Zangersheide, where he 
claimed a prominent role. 

Stud farm Van Paemel Bvba 
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quality in particular. ‘The fact that Cicero Z remained 
a stallion is totally due to himself. He persuaded and 
convinced me that he should remain a stallion, with his 
character. This unconditional co-operation may well 
be a quality of his Carthago Z blood, I see the same at 
home, with my foals. I already have three of them and 
am expecting another three. I am sure that you are not 
surprised that I often use Cicero. Filip Lacus trains my 
youngsters, which I keep for the first few years, because 
they are such a delight to handle.’ Van Eeckhoudt also 
invested in a Heartbreaker daughter, who is in foal to 
Kannan. Cicero is waiting to give her the next foal. His 
mare stock also includes the blood of Chin Chin (x 
Voltaire) and Calvaro Z. ‘Because I believe in a degree of 
line-breeding’, Van Eeckhoudt explains. Besides the one 
by Kannan, he is also expecting a foal by For Pleasure.

Name : Coccinelle Van Paemel Z
Born : 08/03/2018
Ancestry : Cicero Z x Darco
Sex : mare
Breeder : Stud farm Van Paemel (Schepdaal, Belgium)

Name : Balou’s Lady B Z
Born : 03/01/2018
Ancestry : Balou du Rouet x Lord Z
Sex : mare
Breeder : Fabio Belchior & Sandra Carreira 
  (Vila Nova de Mill, Portugal)

Name : Casablanca Van Paemel Z
Born : 16/03/2018
Ancestry : Cicero Z x Calvaro Z
Sex : mare
Breeder : Stud farm Van Paemel (Schepdaal, Belgium)

Name : Chevrolelet Van Paemel Z
Born : 25/02/2018
Ancestry : Cicero Z x Chin Chin
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Stud farm Van Paemel (Schepdaal, Belgium)

Balou’s Lady B Z, from Portugal
Balou’s Lady B Z was born in Portugal, in the attractive 
region the Algarve. Sandra Carreira has a B&B there, 
Sete Quintas. Pets allowed. You can even come with 
your horse. Tourism for people and riders. And not 
unimportantly, you are not far from Vilamoura. Anyone 
ever staying there has seen Sandra at work with her 
youngsters. ‘For a living I run a B&B, with facilities for 
horses. That is my main job and in my free time I ride 
my horses. I went to Vilamoura with five horses. In fact, 
I have been a rider for 39 years! The oldest horse I bred 
is now a 10-yr-old. I breed about 2 to 3 foals per year. I 
have a 2-yr-old Dominator Z and now also a Balou du 
Rouet, out of Lola Z (Lord Z x Caretano Z). She was 
originally bought by an American lady. But Lola was 
so fierce and temperamental, that she said goodbye to 
Lola. That is how I managed to get her and I agree with 
the seller, Lola is quite a character. I hope I can tell that 
Balou’s Lady Z has become a fine showjumper in seven 
years time’, laughs Sandra. Z has a fine reputation in 
Portugal, everyone knows the studbook and it is simple 
to register your foal there. Next year we are expecting 
foals by Kannan and Cicero Z. I will not sell them, but 
will train and start them in the sport myself. I want to 
get some fun out of them myself, too’, says Sandra
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Loverboy 78 Z, because of the big heart of 
Levisto Z
Gunnar and Sylvia Hein from Vierow, Germany, stick 
to about one foal a year. At present. In the past they 
bred with several mares and had their share of hardship. 
They were confronted with the hard law of nature. This 
caused them to decide to only breed with one mare. And 
she is Cornet’s Jewel (Cornet Obolensky x Perpignon). 
‘She is a tall mare, standing 1.72m’, says Gunnar. ‘At 
home she will jump anything, at the show she does not. 
She is not very brave. That is why we wanted Levisto 
Z so much. Our mare has a small heart, Levisto Z has 
a big heart. Cornet’s Jewel does not have the prettiest 
head and that also needs improvement by Levisto Z. 
We have given our choice of stallion a lot of thought. 
It all worked out as we had hoped. Levisto added 
everything our mare was lacking’, says Gunnar Hein. As 
it is a colt, Gunnar will present Loverboy 78 Z  at the 
Z-Festival. With the hope to be selected for the auction. 
His preference for Zangersheide has a philosophical 
background. ‘Many studbook prefer handsome horses, 
Zangersheide wants to see a good sport horse and we 
agree with that perspective. Another crucial thing is that 
Z has recognized the importance of the dam’s line.

Name : Loverboy 78 Z
Born : 16/02/2018
Ancestry : Levisto Z x Cornet Obolensky
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Gunnar & Sylvia Hein (Vierow, Germany)

Gunnar & Sylvia Hein
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fillies, but when someone is interested, we can always talk 
about it’, laughs Rolf, who is proud of the fact that his 
products are living outdoors summer and winter. ‘That 
gives them good hardiness and health’. Rolf has visited 
the WC for Young Horses for many years to evoluate the 
state of the sport. He bred two Diamant de Semilly foals 
out of daughters of Taloubet Z and Kannan. Comme 
Il Faut, too, was responsible for a foal of his, as was 
Dominator  Z, who produced two fillies.

The five from Rolf Hollenbeck
The German Rolf Hollenbeck (63) is shipmaster by 
profession. To be precise, Rolf is specialised in waste 
transport over water. In his free time he breeds horses, 
some five to seven every year. His son and daughter-in-
law start his horses in the sport, after which they are 
sold when they are 5- or 6-yr-olds. Rolf Hollenbeck has 
already bred three Z-licensed stallions and he also sold 
several foals via the Z Quality Auction. ‘I rarely sell my 
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Rolf Hollenbeck

Name : DiCaprio Z
Born : 06/02/2018
Ancestry : Dominator Z x Chaccco Blue
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Rolf Hollenbeck (Bramsche, Germany) 

Name : Delacroix Z
Born : 24/03/2018
Ancestry : Dominator Z x Canturano Z
Sex : mare
Breeder : Rolf Hollenbeck (Bramsche, Germany) 

Name : Donovan Z
Born : 24/02/2018
Ancestry : Diamant de Semilly x Taloubet Z
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Rolf Hollenbeck (Bramsche, Germany) 
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Mario Hooglucht, almost a 100% score
‘My daughter started riding, but the horses we bought 
were a bit too much for her’. That is how the breeding 
story of Mario Hooglucht began. Several horses were 
sold, others bought. That is how La Vie, a daughter of 
Kannan x Caretano Z came to the stables of Mario. This 
was three years ago. La Vie had already produced a foal 
by Toulon, that was jumping at international level under 
Yuri Mansur. ‘I am living in Dilsen, close to Zangersheide, 
so I went there to see what they could do for me.’ Mario 
looked for and found a stallion for his mare, Dominator  
Z. The result was Django Unchained Z, a colt that was 
offered for sale in the online auction two years ago. That 
was a bull’s eye. Django Unchained Z went for 50,500€. 
There is no better start for your breeding. Last year Mario 
presented his next foal at the Z-Festival: ‘I originally went 

Studfarm D'Augustijn produces first foals by 
Cabrio Z
This year you will see the first crop of Cabrio Z at the 
Z-Festival. Cabrio Z will always be remembered by us as 
the winner of the Spruce Meadows Masters of Calgary, 
Canada. Cabrio Z is the white stallion, by Cassini I, who 
launched the international career of Olivier Philippaerts. 
Cabrio Z and Olivier were reserves of the Belgian team 
in the London Olympics in 2012. Olivier was barely 19 
years old, Cabrio performed top-class. With all possible 
means one has tried to keep Cabrio in Belgium and 
with Philippaerts. It worked out, thanks to an investor, 
Jo Beddeleem. ‘It has always been our intention to 
anchor the sport careers of Cabrio Z and Olivier and 
this we managed to do. However, repeated injuries 
prematurely terminated the sport career of Cabrio Z’, 
says Jo Beddeleem. Cabrio Z said his official goodbye to 
the sport at Jumping Mechelen. Nowadays he pursues a 
new career, as a sire. ‘Looking at his sport results and his 
qualities, you can see that Cabrio Z was a top-class sport 
horse. Because we resolutely gave the sport priority, he 
was not much used as a stallion. That has now changed. 
And as a stallion he can find no better accommodation 

Stud farm D’Augustijn
than at Zangersheide’, so Jo believed. Both we and 
Zangersheide totally agreed about this.’ And by we Jo 
means the other owners, Ludo Philippaerts and Hubert 
Hamerlinck. Jo Beddeleem was an active rider himself 
in the past, until his professional obligations put an end 
to his riding days, for lack of time. He still followed 
the sport, be it passively. Jo sold his enterprise several 
years ago and so he again had time for horses. ‘From 
age 16 to 26 I was very active in the horse sport. Several 
years ago we bought a house near Deinze, with eleven 
hectares of fields for breeding. I always win the advice 
from Hubert Hamerlinck and Ludo Philippaerts. From 
him I bought several broodmares from good lines who 
were in foal. Last year I bred my first foals by Cabrio 
Z. Capitano d’Augustijn Z comes out of a daughter of 
Winningmood. Capitol d’Augustijn Z is out of a Parco 
daughter. Capitol and Capitano are two colts by Cabrio 
Z. We intend to present them to the jury at the Z-Festival 
and when they like them, I would be happy to offer them 
for sale in the Zangersheide auction’, Jo explains, who 
really got a taste for breeding now. He is breeding about 
eight foals per year.

to the Z-Festival because, as a beginning breeder, I wanted 
to know if I was doing alright. Having your breeding 
evaluated by an expert jury is always useful. And you 
can learn a lot at the Z-Festival, because you can make 
comparisons.’ It became clear that Mario Hooglucht had 
already got the hang of it. In 2016 Django was the most 
expensive foal by Dominator. One year later Chardonnay 
Z (Conthargos x Diarado) finished second at the Z- 
Festival. In the Z Quality Auction the bids went up to 
16,000€. Out of Diachacana (Diarado x Chacco Blue), 
the dam of the reserve champion, Hooglucht now has 
a foal by Comilfo Plus Z (Crystal Mad Z). Also Cicero 
Z produced a foal for him, which is called Catch Me Z. 
Mario breeds two foals per year. We will both see them at 
the Z-Festival. Understandably, because in the past two 
years he scored almost for 100%. 

HighSky BVBA
Name : Capitano d’Augustijn Z
Born : 24/03/2018
Ancestry : Cabrio Z x Winningmood v/d Arenberg
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Jo Beddeleem (Nazareth, Belgium)

Name : Crystal Mad Z
Born : 30/03/2018
Ancestry : Comilfo Plus Z x Diarado
Sex : mare
Breeder : Highsky BVBA (Dilsen-Stokkem, Belgium)
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Andre Geenen, watching and making comparisons  
The Geenen family clearly have horses in their genes. He 
will be 60 this year and is still an active rider, as are his 
four children. That answers the question why Andre is 
breeding horses. For their own use, that much is clear. 
His breeding story started with Sabine (Non Stop x 
Brownboy). He found her at breeder Luc Liesens. ‘I was 
looking for a broodmare and came to see Sabine, because 
I knew her foals. Very appealing types. They stood out 
and later did the same in the sport. So I bought Sabine, 
together with her foal at foot, which was Chellana vh 
Molenhof Z (Chellano Z), who is now the dam of the 
Brunetti Z foal. Around the turn of the century Sabine 
had already produced a few foals by Clinton, one of 
which was jumping World Cups in the USA.’ The horses 
from Andre Geenen carry the family name Simsehof. 
Besides foals by Kannan, Diamant de Semilly and Cornet 
Obolensky, Sabine also produced foals by Air Jordan Z, 
Asca Z, Sir Obolensky Z, Cavalo Z and Clintissimo Z 
for Andre. 

Name : Bali vh Simsehof Z
Born : 09/03/2018
Ancestry : Brunetti Z x Chellano Z
Sex : mare
Breeder : Andre Geenen (Alken, Belgium)

I got to know Zangersheide in the days that Jan Houben 
was still active there. Andre Geenen comes from Alken 
and runs a shop for horse and rider’s gear. Breeding 
is the hobby of the whole family. They breed two to 
three foals per year. ‘We have been really lucky with 
that Sabine. All her products are jumping 1.40m/1.50m 
courses.’ But Andre Geenen can not explain why he now 
chose Brunetti Z. ‘That stallion has got something. He 
is still young, so you can not say a lot about him yet. 
His quality is purely my guess, call it intuition. Brunetti 
Z has something magical, I can not explain it’, says 
a smiling Geenen. He does not know yet whether we 
will see his foals at the Z-Festival. ‘Assessing all those 
hundreds of foals, that must be far from easy. I would 
find it very, very difficult. If I go, it is purely to watch 
and make comparisons. It is a good thing to get a jury’s 
opinion. If we come, it is certainly not to sell. After all, 
there are five at home that all want to ride horses’, Andre 
Geenen remarks.

Name : Catch Me Z
Born : 20/03/2018
Ancestry : Cicero Z x Kannan
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Highsky BVBA (Dilsen-Stokkem, Belgium)

Andre Geenen
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The many foals from ‘DH’ Dwerse Hagen
‘DH’ from Dwerse Hagen are the foals from ‘JC’ Jos 
Ceulemans. He is an entrepreneur first of all, who 
manages to sell millions of lettuces every year. He hopes 
to be as successful with his horses. That is largely the 
responsibility of his son-in-law Patrik Spits, who earned 
international fame with Withney DH. Dwerse Hagen 
is an independant village in Sint-Katelijne-Waver near 
Mechelen; 18 hectares of glasshouses producing 125,000 
lettuces per year. Between the glasshouses, within a 
radius of several hundred meters around the parental 
home of Noella en Jos, reside their four children and 
twelve grandchildren and they are all horse riders. 
There was a time that about 70 foals were born every 
year in Dwerse Hagen. They have geared down and 
now ‘only’ breed 40 foals per year. ‘Our breeding has 
necome more modern’, explains the person responsible, 
Jef Goossens. ‘In accordance with the Z filosphy, we 

‘DH’ Dwerse Hagen
only breed with proven dam’s lines and stallions. We 
have gone through a stiff selection process in the past 
few years. We kept, for example, a good daughter of 
Aktion Pur Z out of a daughter of Casall, from the line 
of Cöster.’ They rarely sell their foals. Jos Ceulemans 
insists that they stay their first winter with him. That is 
when top class feeding is most important and he wants 
to handle that himself. From the next spring to go out 
in the fields in France and then return to Dwerse Hagen 
for their education. Half of the foals are Z-registered. 
The finest foals so far born are by Comilfo Plus Z, two 
of which are playing in the field. One out of a Quidam 
daughter, the other out of a Coltaire daughter. They are 
accompanied by a filly by Taloubet Z.
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Name : Charlie DH Z
Born : 04/04/2018
Ancestry : Comilfo Plus Z x Coltaire Z
Sex : mare
Breeder : Spits BVBA (Sint-Katelijne-Waver, Belgium)

Name : Nasrien Hope DH Z
Born : 01/04/2018
Ancestry : Nixon x Va-vite
Sex : mare
Breeder : De Dwerse Hagen 
  (Sint-Katelijne-Waver, Belgium)

Name : Cabriole de la Roque Z
Born : 12/03/2018
Ancestry : Comilfo Plus Z x Quidam de Revel
Sex : mare
Breeder : Haras de la Roque 
  (La Roque Baignard, France)

Name : Usain DH Z
Born : 11/03/2018
Ancestry : Udarco x Heureka
Sex : stallion
Breeder : Spits BVBA (Sint-Katelijne-Waver, Belgium)


